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Abstract 

Equivalent plate analysis is often used to replace the computationally expensive finite element analysis in initial 
design stages or in conceptual design of aircraft wing structures. The equivalent plate model can also be used to 
design a wind tunnel model to match the stiffness characteristics of the wing box of a full-scale aircraft wing model 
while satisfying strength-based requirements An equivalent plate analysis technique is presented to predict the static 
and dynamic response of an aircraft wing with or without damage. First, a geometric scale factor and a dynamic 
pressure scale factor are defined to relate the stiffness, load and deformation of the equivalent plate to the aircraft 
wing.  A procedure using an optimization technique is presented to create scaled equivalent plate models from the 
full scale aircraft wing using geometric and dynamic pressure scale factors. The scaled models are constructed by 
matching the stiffness of the scaled equivalent plate with the scaled aircraft wing stiffness.  It is demonstrated that 
the scaled equivalent plate model can be used to predict the deformation of the aircraft wing accurately. Once the 
full equivalent plate geometry is obtained, any other scaled equivalent plate geometry can be obtained using the 
geometric scale factor.  Next, an average frequency scale factor is defined as the average ratio of the frequencies of 
the aircraft wing to the frequencies of the full-scaled equivalent plate.  The average frequency scale factor combined 
with the geometric scale factor is used to predict the frequency response of the aircraft wing from the scaled 
equivalent plate analysis. A procedure is outlined to estimate the frequency response and the flutter speed of an 
aircraft wing from the equivalent plate analysis using the frequency scale factor and geometric scale factor. The 
equivalent plate analysis is demonstrated using an aircraft wing without damage and another with damage. Both of 
the problems show that the scaled equivalent plate analysis can be successfully used to predict the frequencies and 
flutter speed of a typical aircraft wing.   
 

I. Introduction 

 
Understanding the effects of discrete source damage (e.g., uncontained rotor burst) on the response of aircraft 

structures is necessary to improve the survivability of future aircraft against damage events.  Rapid modeling and 
analysis methods are among the key requirements for real-time evaluation of damage effects that are needed for 
integrated vehicle health management.  One such analysis method is equivalent plate analysis. 
 

Equivalent plate analysis is often used to replace the computationally expensive finite element analysis in initial 
design stages or in conceptual design of aircraft wing structures [1].  In equivalent plate modeling, the model 
characteristics are represented with polynomials, which require only a small fraction of the input data that would be 
required by a corresponding finite element model.  The equivalent plate model can also be used to design a wind 
tunnel model to match the stiffness characteristics of the wing box of a full-scale aircraft wing model while 
satisfying strength-based requirements [2].  An equivalent plate analysis procedure based on the Ritz method was 
proposed at NASA Langley Research Center as early as 1986 [3].  In the Ritz method-based equivalent plate theory, 
the aircraft wing structure is modeled with several trapezoidal segments.  Several modifications and improvements 
to the initial theory proposed in reference 3 resulted in the development of a structural analysis code ELAPS 
(Equivalent Laminated Plate Solution) [4, 5].  The ELAPS code solutions predict the displacement, stress, and mode 
shape calculations within five to ten percent of a comparable finite element solution [6].  However, the Ritz method-
based equivalent plate theory in the ELAPS code is not easily amenable to implement in general-purpose 
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commercial structural finite element analysis codes.  Moreover, most of the equivalent plate models including the 
one implemented in the ELAPS code use theoretical material and section properties, hence it is not always possible 
to fabricate and test the equivalent plate models.  Hence, there is a need to develop equivalent plate models that can 
be fabricated and tested.  Such a research effort is ongoing at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC).  It is also the 
purpose of this research to establish that scaled equivalent plate models can be used to study the effect of damage on 
structural behavior. 
 

This is the fourth in a series of papers published [7-9] for the equivalent plate analysis research being performed 
at NASA Langley Research Center.  The equivalent plate analysis research is performed as part of the Integrated 
Resilient Aircraft Control (IRAC) and the Integrated Vehicle Health Management (IVHM) projects under the NASA 
Aviation Safety Program.  In reference 7, an equivalent plate procedure was developed to provide a computationally 
efficient means of matching the stiffness and natural frequencies of aircraft wing structures for prescribed loading 
conditions on simple stiffened-panel geometries.  First, the equivalent plate was used to match the stiffness of a 
stiffened-panel with and without damage.  Once the stiffness was matched, the equivalent plate models were then 
used to predict the frequencies of the panels.  Two analytical procedures using the lumped-mass matrix were used to 
match the first five frequencies of the corresponding detailed model.  In both of the procedures, the lumped-mass 
matrix for the equivalent plate was constructed by multiplying the diagonal terms of the consistent-mass matrix by 
the proportionality constant.  It was found that varying the density alone for the metallic equivalent plate did not 
provide enough flexibility to match all the frequencies.  Hence, composite and sandwich materials for equivalent 
plate construction were evaluated in reference 8.  Two approaches were presented to match the frequency response 
of the aircraft wing structures using an equivalent plate model.  In the first approach, the equivalent plate was 
generated by matching only the stiffness of the aircraft wing structure and then the frequencies were matched by 
adding point masses at discrete locations along the equivalent plate.  The second approach generated the equivalent 
plate by matching both the stiffness and the frequencies of the aircraft wing structure simultaneously.  Several 
candidates for the equivalent plate were considered including composite material, foam core sandwich, and 
multizone metallic materials.  In reference 9, the equivalent plate procedure developed for full-scale equivalent plate 
models in references 7 and 8 was extended to construct scaled equivalent plate models.  Geometric scale and 
frequency scale factors were defined to construct an equivalent plate with any desired scale to use in simulation and 
wind tunnel experiments.  It was shown that the stiffness and the displacements were scaled linearly with the 
geometric scale factor, whereas the load was scaled as the square of the geometric scale factor.  The scaled stiffness 
of the reference aircraft wing was first matched to construct the equivalent plate.  Then, the frequency scale factor 
was defined to scale the aircraft wing frequencies.  The scaled aircraft wing frequencies were matched by placing 
arbitrary point masses along the equivalent plate geometry.  The procedures were demonstrated on a typical aircraft 
wing without damage.  Even though the equivalent plate predicted the response of the aircraft wing accurately in 
reference 9, very heavy masses of up to ten times the equivalent plate's total mass needed to be placed.  The purpose 
of this paper is to extend the work performed in reference 9: 

 
1. To find an alternate procedure to eliminate the heavy masses that need to be added to the plate to match the 

frequencies.  
2. To establish procedures to estimate the flutter speed and flutter frequency of aircraft wings using equivalent 

plate models.  
3. To demonstrate the equivalent plate procedures on an aircraft wing with large damage.  
4. To demonstrate that the frequencies and flutter speed of the aircraft wing can be estimated from the 

frequencies and flutter speed of the scaled equivalent plate models. 
 

First, a geometric scale factor is defined.  Next, an optimization procedure to predict the static response of the 
aircraft wing structures is presented.  Third, an average frequency scale factor will be defined to estimate the 
frequencies of the wing from equivalent plate models.  Fourth, the equivalent plate procedure is demonstrated on 
model of an aircraft wing structure with and without damage.  Finally, a brief summary is presented.  

 
II. Geometric Scale Factor, Dynamic Pressure Scale Factor, and Scaled Stiffness Matching  

 
 It is often necessary to construct a scaled-down equivalent plate model to predict the static response of aircraft 
wing structures in simulation and in wind tunnel experiments.  To simulate the lift, drag, and moment characteristics 
of an aircraft wing structure using an equivalent plate, it is sufficient to simulate the static load-deflection of the 



wing structure [9].  The stiffness of the equivalent plate and the aircraft wing structure are similar when the 
nondimensional lift distribution ,  produces the same nondimensional deflection [10] such that 
 

  (1) 

 
where, 

 
  is the scaled deflection of the equivalent plate 

   is the actual deflection of the aircraft wing 
  is the scaled wing area of the equivalent plate 

   is the actual wing area of the aircraft wing 
 
The subscripts m and f in Eq. (1) represent the scaled equivalent plate model and the full aircraft wing structure, 
respectively.  At this point, a geometric scale factor  is selected such that 
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 where  ∆  and ∆  are the corresponding elemental areas located at a given panel point i.  The equations (2) 

and (3) imply that the equivalent plate is uniformly scaled in both the length and the width direction of the aircraft 
wing geometry. 

   
The aerodynamic load, , at any elemental area ∆  located at a given panel point i is: 
   

 
∆

  (4) 

 
 where q is the dynamic pressure. 
   
This load at point i produces a deflection wj at an arbitrary point j.  The load-deflection relationship in terms of the 
stiffness Kij can be written as  

  (5) 
 
The nondimensional deflection in Eq. (1) can be rewritten using Eqs. (4) and (5) as 
 

   
√

∆

√
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In representing Eq. (6), the subscripts i and j are dropped and the equation is valid for both the equivalent plate and 
full aircraft wing.  Neglecting the effect of  Reynolds number on  ,there will be aerodynamic flow similarity 
(equal ) between the aircraft wing structure and the equivalent plate model, if the models are tested at the same 
Mach number [10].  Using Eqs. (3) and (6) in Eq. (1), the similarity requirement for the stiffness between the 
equivalent plate model and the aircraft wing can be written as:  
 

 1  (7) 

 
where, 

 



  is the dynamic pressure of the equivalent plate 
   is the dynamic pressure of the aircraft wing 

  is the stiffness of the equivalent plate 
   is the stiffness of the aircraft wing 

 
For every choice of Mach number and altitude of the airplane, one can select a corresponding Mach number and the 
dynamic pressure for the equivalent plate model [11].  At this point, the dynamic pressure scale is defined such that 
 

     (8) 

 
Substituting Eq. (2) and Eq. (8) in Eq. (7), the scaled stiffness for the equivalent plate Km can be expressed in terms 
of the aircraft wing stiffness Kf as   
           

    (9) 

    
The relationship between the deformation of the scaled equivalent plate and the deformation of the aircraft wing can 
be written using Eqs. (1) and (2) as 
 
                      (10) 
 
Similarly, the relationship between the applied load Pm on the equivalent plate and the applied load on the aircraft 
wing Pf can be written using Eqs. (5) and (9) as  
 
                                (11) 
 
Eqs. (9) to (11) completely define the quantities needed for the equivalent plate construction.  Once the geometric 
scale factor  and dynamic pressure scale factor   are selected, the load, stiffness, and deformation of the scaled 
equivalent plate can be determined using Eqs. (9) to (11).   
 
Once the load and displacement of the scaled equivalent plate are determined, the following procedure adopted from 
references 7 and 8 is used to construct the equivalent plate by finding the optimum thickness distribution of the 
plate: 
 

1. Define or select the geometric scaling  and dynamic pressure scaling . 
2. Obtain the displacement field of the aircraft wing by performing a full-scale finite element linear static 

analysis for the given loading and boundary conditions.  
3. Using the geometric scaling, fix the dimensions of the equivalent plate planform.  
4. Construct the finite element model of the equivalent plate.  
5. If the nodal locations of the equivalent plate model are different from finite element nodes of the full-scale 

aircraft wing, interpolation should be used to obtain the displacements at the equivalent plate nodal 
locations.  In the present study, the nodes in the equivalent plate are located at the same location as the 
reference aircraft wing nodes; hence, no interpolation was used. 

6. The applied load for the equivalent plate is obtained using . 
7. Find the displacement distribution of the equivalent plate by performing linear static analysis. 
8. The optimum thickness distribution of the equivalent plate is determined by minimizing the sum of the 

differences between the displacements of the aircraft wing and the equivalent plate model.  
 
The objective function Φ for the optimization problem can be stated as 

 
Φ ∑                                       (12) 

where, 
 

    is the number of finite element nodes in the equivalent plate model; 



 is the displacement at the  node of the equivalent plate; and 
  is the interpolated displacement of the aircraft wing at the location  

          of the   node of the equivalent plate. 
 
The objective function Φ in Eq. (12) is minimized in the optimization procedure to obtain the thickness distribution 
of the equivalent plate subject to the load constraint  
 
                                                                                                (13) 
 
The optimized thickness distribution of the equivalent plate will produce the reduced stiffness of the scaled 
equivalent plate as 
 
                                                                                              (14) 
 
Eq. (14) can be modified to obtain the scaled equivalent plate in terms of the full equivalent plate model as 
 
 
                                                                            (15) 
 
 
Eq. (15) along with Eq. (1) establishes that the scaled equivalent plate geometry can be obtained from the full 
equivalent plate geometry by linearly scaling all the dimensions of the full plate with the geometric scale factor. 
 

In the present study, the general purpose finite element code ABAQUS® [12]† is used for the finite element 
analysis and the optimization code DOT® [13] is used in the optimization procedure.  

 
 

III. Frequency and Flutter Scaling between Wing and Full-Scale Equivalent Plate  
 

The natural frequencies of two elastic structures having the same stiffnesses but with different masses will differ 
by a constant ratio.  Since the stiffness of the equivalent plate and the wing are matched only in an approximate 
sense, the ratio of natural frequencies of the equivalent plate and the wing will not be a constant in general.  Hence, 
an average frequency scale factor ( ) is defined as the average ratios of the frequencies of the aircraft wing to the 
frequencies of the full-scale equivalent plate  

 

         
 

                (16) 

         where, 
 
          is the natural frequency of the aircraft wing 
           is the natural frequency of the full-scale equivalent plate 
 
The predicted natural frequency of the wing is obtained by scaling the full-scale equivalent plate frequencies by 

the average frequency scale factor 
                                 (17) 
 
Flutter analysis was performed using NASTRAN® [14] to determine the flutter frequency and speed of the wing 

and equivalent plate.  Similar to the scaling of the natural frequency of the wing to the full-scale equivalent plate, the 
flutter frequency Ω  also differs by . 

 
         Ω  Ω                                                                                            (18) 
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The flutter speed of the wing is approximately equal to the flutter speed of the full-scale equivalent plate. 
 
         m m                  (19) 
         where, 
 
          is the ratio between the flutter speed and the aircraft operating speed. 
 
The approximation in the Eqs. (17) to (19) are due to the possible error in matching the stiffness distribution and 

mass distribution of the equivalent plate with respect to the aircraft wing. 
 
 

IV. Frequency and Flutter Scaling between Full-Scale Equivalent Plate and Scaled Equivalent Plate 
 
The scaled equivalent plate geometry is obtained by scaling the full-scale equivalent plate by the geometric scale 

factor.  Thus, the frequency of the full-scale equivalent plate and the scaled equivalent plate (  ) only differs 
by  (using Eqs. 3 and 9), 

 
                                                                                          (20)

     
Similarly, scaling of the flutter frequency of the full-scale equivalent plate to the scaled equivalent plate (Ω   
differs by . 

 
         Ω   Ω                       (21) 
 

The flutter speed of the full-scale equivalent plate is approximately equal to the scaled equivalent plate. 
  
         m  m                  (22) 
 
 

 
V. Frequency and Flutter Speed of an Aircraft Wing 

 
 In this paper, the static and dynamic response of an aircraft wing is obtained from the analysis of a scaled 
equivalent plate.  The natural frequencies of the aircraft wing can be obtained from the scaled equivalent plate 
frequencies using Eqs. (17) and (20) as  

 
                               (23) 
 

Similarly, the flutter frequency can be obtained from the scaled equivalent plate frequency using Eqs. (17) and (20) 
as 

        Ω   Ω                      (24) 
 

The flutter speed can be obtained from the scaled equivalent plate frequency using Eqs. (18) and (21) as 
 
        m m                    (25) 
 

The approximations in Eqs. (23) to (25) will be validated through numerical examples in this paper. 
 
 

VI. Typical Aircraft Wing Structure with No Damage 
 

 The methodology employing geometric and frequency scale factors to predict the static and dynamic response is 
demonstrated on a typical aircraft wing structure.  A detailed finite element model of the typical aircraft wing with 
no damage used in the demonstration is shown in Figure 1.  The model has 2 spars and 26 ribs.  The overall 



dimensions of the wing are also shown in Figure 1.  An equivalent plate model was created by extracting the 
elements of the upper skin and zeroing out the vertical coordinates of all nodes (not shown here).   
 

 
Figure 1.  Typical Aircraft Wing with No Damage: Finite Element Model 

 
 First, equivalent plate geometries were generated by matching the stiffness of the aircraft wing structure for 
geometric scale factors 1.0 and 0.2 by using procedures developed in Section II, while keeping the dynamic pressure  
scale factor equal to 1.0.  Figure 2 shows the deformations of the wing and equivalent plates.  The deformation 
pattern from the equivalent plate (scaled deformation for the fifth-scale equivalent plate) is in very good agreement 
with the deformation pattern from the aircraft wing structure.  
 

 
Figure 2.  Aircraft Wing Structure: Deformation Comparison for Geometric-Scale Factors 1.0 and 0.2 

 
  
 Once the full scale equivalent plate geometry is obtained, the average frequency scale factor ( ) in Eq. (16) is 
obtained by performing frequency response (Eigenvalue) calculation. The natural frequencies obtained from the 
wing and the full scale equivalent plate are given in Table 1.  If the stiffness and the mass distribution of the full 
scale equivalent plate is exactly matched with  that of the aircraft wing, the ratios of the natural frequencies of the 
wing to the equivalent plate will be constant for all the frequencies. The ratios of the natural frequencies are not 
constant, since the equivalent plate stiffness is matched only approximately. Hence, an average frequency scale 
factor is obtained as 2.82.   
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Table 1.   Frequency Response of the Aircraft Wing and Full Scale Equivalent Plate 
 
  

 

Natural Frequency for 
the Full Scale Wing 

( ) 

Natural Frequency of 
the Full Scale Eq Plate 

( )  
 

Mode 1 6.37 Hz 2.13 Hz 2.99 

Mode 2 16.02 Hz 5.45 Hz 2.94 

Mode 3 31.7 Hz 10.74 Hz 2.95 

Mode 4 42.12 Hz 15.59 Hz 2.70 

Mode 5 47.98 Hz 18.77 Hz 2.56 

Average    
∑

     ;             with 5;                   =2.82 

 
 
 
 
 
Next, the scaled equivalent plate model was used to obtain the natural frequency of the aircraft wing using Eq. (17).  
The equivalent plate frequencies along with the frequency scale factor 2.82,  are used to predict the frequency 
response of the aircraft wing.  The predicted frequencies of the aircraft wing are compared with the frequencies 
obtained from the aircraft wing analysis in Figure 3 and found to be within 10%. Hence, it can be concluded that the 
frequency response of the equivalent plate can be used to predict the frequency response of the aircraft wing with 
reasonable accuracy. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Natural Frequency of Aircraft Wing vs. Frequency Predicted by Equivalent Plate 
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Lastly, the flutter frequency and speed of the aircraft wing and scaled equivalent plates were determined. The flutter 
analysis performed is for an aircraft operating speed of Mach 0.8 at an elevation of 20,000 ft.  The scaled equivalent 
plate flutter results were used to predict the flutter frequency and speed of the aircraft wing  according to procedures 
developed in Sections III and IV.  The calculated average frequency scale factor of 2.82 (Table 1) is used in the 
calculation.  The calculated flutter speed of the aircraft wing is compared with the predicted flutter speed of the 
aircraft wing from the equivalent plate analysis in Table 2. From Table 2, it can be stated that the predicted aircraft 
wing flutter speed 5.1 from the equivalent plate analysis is within four percent from the flutter speed of 5.3 obtained 
from the full aircraft wing analysis.   
 

Table 2.  Flutter Frequency and Speed Prediction from Scaled-Equivalent Plate 

 
 
 
 
 

VII. Typical Aircraft Wing Structure with Damage 
 

Next, the equivalent plate analysis will be demonstrated using a model of an aircraft wing with damage. The 
detailed finite element model of the aircraft wing with damage used in the demonstration is shown in Figure 4.  This 
model was created from the full scale undamaged aircraft wing shown in Figure 1 by introducing a circular hole in 
the model to simulate the damage. The internal structure and overall dimensions of the model are the same as the 
wing with no damage in Figure 1.  The damage, as represented by a circular hole, severs the rear spar and three ribs 
internally.  An equivalent plate model was created by extracting the elements of the upper skin and zeroing out the 
vertical coordinates of all nodes (not shown here).   

 

 
Figure 4.  Typical Aircraft Wing with Damage: Finite Element Model 
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Again, equivalent plate geometries were generated by matching the stiffness of the aircraft wing structure for 
geometric scale factors 1.0 and 0.2 by using procedures developed in Section II, while keeping the dynamic pressure  
scale factor equal to 1.0.  Figure 5 shows the deformations of the wing and equivalent plates.  For the damaged wing 
also, the deformation pattern from the equivalent plate (scaled deformation for the fifth-scale equivalent plate) is in 
very good agreement with the deformation pattern from the aircraft wing structure.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.  Aircraft Wing Structure: Deformation Comparison for Geometric-Scale Factors 1.0 and 0.2 
 
As before, once the full scale equivalent plate geometry is obtained, the average frequency scale factor ( ) in 

Eq. (16) is obtained by performing a frequency response (Eigenvalue) calculation. The natural frequencies obtained 
from the wing and the full scale equivalent plate are given in Table 3.  The calculated average frequency scale factor 
is also shown in Table 3. As before for the undamaged wing example, the ratios between the natural frequencies of 
the wing and the equivalent plate are not constant, since the equivalent plate stiffness is matched only approximately 
in the procedure. 

 
The scaled equivalent plate model was used to predict the natural frequency of the aircraft wing structure.  The 

predicted frequencies of the aircraft wing are compared to the frequencies obtained from the aircraft wing analysis in 
Figure 6 and found to be within 8%. It is clearly demonstrated that the equivalent plate analysis can be used to 
predict the frequency response of the aircraft wing with or without damage. 

 
 The flutter frequency and speed of the aircraft wing and scaled equivalent plates were determined using 
NASTRAN.  The flutter analysis performed is for an aircraft operating speed of Mach 0.8 at an elevation of 20,000 
ft.  The scaled equivalent plate flutter results were scaled according to procedures developed in Sections III and IV 
to predict the flutter frequency and speed of the aircraft wing, which are shown in Table 4.  Here again, the predicted 
aircraft wing flutter speed 5.1 from the equivalent plate analysis is within four percent from the flutter speed of 4.9 
obtained from the full aircraft wing analysis.  The results demonstrate that the equivalent plate analysis can be used 
to predict the flutter speed of the aircraft wing with reasonable accuracy. 
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Table 3.   Frequency Response of the Aircraft Wing and Full Scale Equivalent Plate 
 

 

Natural Frequency for 
the Full Scale Wing 

( ) 

Natural Frequency of 
the Full Scale Eq Plate 

( )  
 

Mode 1 6.14 Hz 2.11 Hz 2.91 

Mode 2 14.99 Hz 5.55 Hz 2.70 

Mode 3 28.72 Hz 10.87 Hz 2.64 

Mode 4 40.56 Hz 15.36 Hz 2.64 

Mode 5 46.86 Hz 18.87 Hz 2.48 

Average    
∑

     ;          with 5  ;                    =2.67 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.  Natural Frequency of Aircraft Wing vs. Frequency Predicted by Equivalent Plate 
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Table 4.  Flutter Frequency and Speed Prediction from Scaled-Equivalent Plate 

 
 
 
 

 
 

VIII. Summary 
 

An equivalent plate analysis technique is presented to predict the static and dynamic response of an aircraft wing 
with or without damage. First, a geometric scale factor and a dynamic pressure  scale factor are defined to relate the 
stiffness, load and deformation of the equivalent plate to the aircraft wing.  A procedure using an optimization 
technique is presented to create scaled equivalent plate models from the full scale aircraft wing using geometric and 
dynamic pressure scale factors. The scaled equivalent plate models are constructed by matching the stiffness of the 
scaled equivalent plate with the scaled aircraft wing stiffness.  It is demonstrated that the scaled equivalent plate 
model can be used to predict deformation of the aircraft wing accurately. Once the full scale equivalent plate 
geometry is obtained, any other scaled equivalent plate geometry can be obtained using the geometric scale factor.   

 
Next, an average frequency scale factor is defined as the average ratios of the frequencies of the aircraft wing to 

the frequencies of the full-scale equivalent plate.  The average frequency scale factor combined with the geometric 
scale factor is used to predict the frequency response of the aircraft wing from the scaled equivalent plate analysis. 

 
A procedure is outlined to estimate the frequency response and the flutter speed of an aircraft wing from the 

equivalent plate analysis using the frequency scale factor and geometric scale factor. 
 

The equivalent plate analysis is demonstrated using an aircraft wing without damage and another with damage. 
Both of the problems showed that the scaled equivalent plate analysis can be successfully used to predict the static 
and dynamic response of a typical aircraft wing within 5 percent.  The frequency response and flutter speed of an 
aircraft wing can be estimated from a scaled equivalent plate model analysis with reasonable accuracy.  
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